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The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Greyhound
Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting around 7.45 p.m. We hold
rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with similar clubs here and
overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from our state delegates or web
site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up
08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW DUE

Price $5.00

Australia Day Jan 26th 2014
CARnivale car display … Sydney

Fred described the day very well when he said…….
What a great day yesterday, taking into account all the
Australia days displays I have attended never before have
I seen and met so many people interested in our cars. I
was only able to get away for a couple of short times,
what an exhilarating day and crowd. See inside for more.

The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 20th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000.East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates and name
spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2013 MCSC.
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MCSC History Made at CARnivale on Australia Day 2014
We have come close before at both Eastern Creek and NRMA Motorfest, but this year at
CARnivale has produced the biggest lineup of Microcars that any of our attending members can
remember. 16 cars in all, but alas only 4 Scooters……where were you scooterists on the day?
The front page shows 2 Isettas, a Trojan, and a Lambro lined up and ready to be escorted to the
display location in Macquarie/College streets. Others of the group are queued back into the
gloom and shelter of the carpark.

Club Christmas picnic
Following a well established tradition, the MCSC met at Parramatta Park for an end of
year Christmas get together. It was a perfect summer’s day, and our regular location came
complete with a large shady tree, and Mother nature also provided a pleasant cooling
breeze. Not a bad rollup considering it is the start and possibly the busiest time for
socialising for the Christmas season. Early arrivals were Dave, Ian, Allen, Keith, Monica,
joined by Nik, Mark, Greg, Adrian, Som, Peter, John, Bev and Don shortly after. Vehicles
that attracted curiosity and questions from the general public were Dave’s Messerschmitt
and Goggo sedan, Bev’s ( & Don’s) Goggo Dart, Greg’s Daihatsu 360, then Keith’s
Scooter and Lloyd Alexander, and John’s NSU Prinz.

From left Steve (Lambro 550), Con ( Isetta), blacky (Trojan), and black/white ( Isetta).
Nik’s newly acquired Diahatsu HiJet 55, although in great and original condition needed a
minor ‘fix’ and had to be left at home. As it is a public park, without bribing the local
council, we had to take pot luck with parking, so had two slightly separated displays as
shown above & below. Despite heavy traffic and long distances ( for micros that is ) all
seemed to arrive safely and returned home without concern. . . jr

Tim ( Mazda 360 ) talking with Greg (Daihatsu 360), John ( NSU Prinz ), Red ( Scooter)

From Centre to left.. Allen ( Cento Lambretta), Niko ( Daihatsu 55 wide), Ace (Isetta).

Dave and Ian heading home.

2
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New Zealand’s Rail Cruiser Car…. Located at Tarukenga via Rotarua
The RailCruiser V3000 is the world’s first fully automated, state of the art petrol electric
four seat self drive hybrid rail vehicle. The RailCruiser has comfortable seats with
unobstructed views, is fitted with clear drop down waterproof sides and comes with
onboard heating.
In this (only known) application, groups of RailCruisers are spaced about 250 metres apart
and travel in the one direction on rails together like a virtual train to the destination. They
can then be turned around to head back to the start. Cruising along at 20km/h the
occupants can listen to and control a descriptive audio as they travel through places of
interest.
The car runs on its batteries, which are usually recharged at the terminal, but if necessary
the petrol motor can do the recharging….JR

Continued

From Centre Marty & x (Carryall ), Cathy & y ( Dart ), Allen ( Centro Lambo), Niko
( MotoCompo)

Chrysler Museum ( private) in Grenfell NSW
Hidden away in the main street, in a nondescript building, Geoff, a Sydney plumber has
been storing his growing collection of Chrysler vehicles. They range from 1931 through to
the latest E36 Charger R/T ( 6 pac = race winning triple dual throat carburetor 265
engine), plus Geoff (the caretaker’s) 53 Dodge sedan. To visit the museum is not easy,
you need to know about it, then how to contact the caretaker, make an appointment then
enjoy the conducted tour. In all there might be 15 or so Chryslers, with more stored in
other locations as this one is full. The vehicles in the main are well kept originals. The
above detail is from memory, and may not be accurate… JR
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Fred ( Messerschmitt), Ric (Fiat 500F), Julie & Mark (Fiat 500F), Keith & Monica ( Lloyd
Alexander). Not part of our club, but other Micros on display further down Macquarie Street
were members of the Fiat Car Club ( or was it the Made in Italy group?). See below the Flock
of Fiat 500’s
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and more….
It seems now to be a tradition that we ( MCSC ) are scheduled to arrive at the carpark before
the rest of Sydney wakes up, but at least the traffic is light and then we get breakfast
compliments of CARnivale ( just like the NRMA MotorFest did for so many years). A small
change this year which improved communication and timeliness, and that was, each group
had an assigned escort vehicle that parked with us and told us when to follow him. We
managed to score a Kingswood, which deserted us after we safely arrived Macquarie St. A
good spot this year, on the curve joining College to Macquarie and included a roomy Bus
shelter….handy when the rain came.

Paul & Christine Lucas’s Victorian Collection

Early in the morning before the crowds arrived.

The Messerschmitt, I bought way back in 1994 from a MC & SC member in bits for $
3500 which I had to restore and Fred did the motor for me and I subsequently joined the
Club. The 1969 Fiat 500 was next which is my wife Christine's, bought on the premise " if
you can't beat them join them " After semi - retiring in 2001 we do a lot of week long
rallies/ tours etc. with the RACV / Federation / AOMC, hence the need for larger vehicles
and the 1988 ( 1948 design ! ) Citroen 2 CV and 1959 Morris Minor 1000 van have been
bought and used extensively. The Fiat, Citroen and Morris were all bought in good
condition and the only things I have done is fit electronic ignition and alternators to give
better reliability on them all and extra rear lights and reversing camera on the van for
safety. Sorry there are no major restoration stories ( apart from the Messerschmitt ), we
are too busy enjoying the vehicles.
….. Paul Lucas

Classifieds

Big Scooter (Centro) small Scooter (MotoCompo) Cosmo with left side HelmetCam (Lambretta)

John from Perth wants to buy a Fiat Multipla 600/767 cc Ph 0412 924 676 or work 08
9353 2866.
Deceased estate Goggo Dart ( project ) located in Mittagong. Ph George 4889 5005 Offers
over $5/6k.
Warren has a Messerschmitt (project ) for sale. He is located in Taree, so he sent in some
photos to help you decide if you take the trip to view, or simply purchase long distance.
The project was purchased 14 years ago and has been ‘shedded’ ever since. There is no
roof, and the motor is separate from the body . Negotiations start at $10,000. Ph 6553 8800
or 0427655122

This beautiful R8 is not a Micro, but is owned and
displayed on the day with another group by MCSC
member Bob Billiards who also has the Dart and
Carryall shown in a previous MCSC picture. Bob was
supported by 3 generations of Billiards, His wife
Cathy, son Marty, and grandsons Alex and Lachie.
4
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Zig’s 1953 beautifully restored NSU LAMBRETTA
Most people in the scootering fraternity would be familiar with NSU Scooters, Vespas and
Lambrettas, but few know of an NSU-Lambretta scooter. About 1950 saw the beginning of
the German scooter industry after rising slowly from the ashes of the Second World War.
Like its rivals Hofman had struck a deal with Piaggio in Italy to build Vespas in West
Germany, NSU decided to do a similar deal with Innocenti in Milan to manufacture the
Lambretta. The first German made Lambretta was identical to the Italian C Type but
employed metal work body panels being stamped out by Volkswagen. The powertrain was
initially imported from Innocenti a 123cc single cylinder 2 stroke of 4.5bhp. The Germans
being German had little patience for some features of the Lambretta , which they found
lacking in good teutonic over- engineering. Before long NSU models surpassed the Italian
Lambretta in quality of brakes, magura seats and electrics which included a clock, Bosch 6
volt horn and a 30 watt flywheel magneto at a time when the Lambretta LC had only 25
watts.
In 1953 NSU introduced a new electric start version of its Lambretta and in 1954 the engine
capacity was increased to 148cc. The 125cc and 148cc German scooters were known as
NSU Lambretta Autorollers. The Italian models were LC and LDs. The 150cc NSU
Lambretta was considered a much superior machine and soon built up a huge following of
riders. In December 1955 the Lambretta licence expired after a total of 117045 NSU
Lambrettas were built. So NSU went off on its own. The next scooter NSU launched was in
January 1956 and was called a Prima D (FIRST), however this was really a stop gap type
until the real NSU Scooter, the type Prima V appeared several months later.
In conclusion NSU built 160631 Prima models not counting the NSU Lambrettas, before car
production took over in 1960 and the scooter was dropped from the NSU range.
The early history of my NSU Lambretta Scooter is unknown. It may have been a private
import as I am unaware of the NSU agents in Perth selling NSU Lambrettas in the early
1950s. A chap of German origin who had a scooter collection in country WA in the 1960s
was the first owner known to me. My friend purchased the scooter from him in the early
1970s who then sold it to me in 1985. As some parts were missing and I had so many other
projects on the go simultaneously it sat in my shed for almost 15 years awaiting restoration.
Through my contacts and friends in
Germany I slowly acquired the parts
to start the restoration, this included
rubber saddles, footrest rubbers, spare
tyre holder, clock, pillion grab handle
and the rear nostril rings in the side
panels. The side panels were from a
Prima but a friend in Germany found
two originals for me. The engine did
not need to be overhauled because it
runs as sweet as the day I purchased
it, a paint job in the original beige
colour completed the restoration.
Zig Pasznicki
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Probably the most distant travelers to attend were Julie and Mark, who headed off from
Horsfield Bay at around 5.am ( and of course it was dark and scary then for their pink Fiat
Bambino). A discussion as to whether to put their official CARnivale sticker on then or on
arrival resulted in it going on the windscreen there and then. It didn’t take long for the
drizzly rain the take its toll, and partway along the F3 Freeway, it blew off, and Julie was
volunteered to get out and go find it. They still arrived in time with the sticker in hand for
the sausage sanga and coffee with other early arrivals. Julie & Mark had missed the early
allocation of places for the event, and were thrilled when Scott made his ‘ticket’ available
for their use. Thanks Scott.
Another historic event took place, when Monica rolled out of bed early to travel with
Keith rather that her usual, more relaxed arrival by train after a more civilized start to the
day. It is thought that Monica needed to be there early to keep an eye on her kiddies Allen
and Julie, who might have forgotten why they were at CARnivale and after a little
uncertainty and checking out the wait time, threw caution to the wind. Yes, they were seen
laughing and jumping as they took their turn on the mighty Stonehenge jumping castle.

Fred does tell us a lot of stories of the power (no, not the horse type) of the mighty
Messerschmitt and we decided to observe while he tested out the level of ‘chick magnet
ability the little silver/grey three wheeler could pull. It didn’t take long to convince us, as
you can see from the photo. Or maybe the young lady was just trying to get a good look at
Ric’s magnificent Fiat 500.
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Illawarra Motor Life Museum Expo 6th
October 13
Preparation for this event saw me driving to the Darks Rd, ( Albion Park ) museum early
September in the trusty Hillman wagon. Never letting a trip down from Colo Heights get
in the way of attending to other things it took longer than expected!
Watering new plants started the day at 6am; returning our RFS donation hat to the local
servo then down the Putty Rd to Windsor. Here, banking and posting letters before taking
the Northern Rd via Penrith to Camden. Petrol and food was purchased before joining the
Hume Hwy (31) M5 to the Appin Way.
This all being Hwy driving one loses perspective! At the junction of Mount Ousley Rd the
police radar was in operation, this I didn’t see until overtaking a convoy of trucks crawling
up before the long decent.
It appears I was lucky, no infringement notice has been received.
Two comments on the roads and drivers in and around Wollongong …. it appears their
lane discipline is better than I observe in and around Sydney and the police are patrolling
everywhere.
The afternoon was spent getting the Zeta Sports ready; it has been on display for the past
five years so I anticipated starting problems. A battery fitted, turn the key and away it
went on five year old fuel. Wendy, the museum curator, wasn’t impressed the whole
building filled up with burnt oil and two stroke fumes so the car was hastily moved
outside.
Oil and tyres checked, rego label attached, some minor adjustments made and it was off
for several runs around the block, I was not entirely happy with the way it ran, not what I
remembered of it. This was rectified in October, more on that later.
Wendy had arranged overnight accommodation with Ron Stewart a museum volunteer.
After settling in, shower etc the three of us eat out at the Wollongong Golf Club, quite an
impressive new building and the food was well presented, excellent and good value.

Wednesday morning saw us devouring raisin toast, in bright sunshine, on the front
veranda. After being given a potted history of his life and Wollongong I was given a tour
of his garage and its Golden Fleece collection.
Again passing several police patrol cars saw me back at the museum the morning spent
polishing and checking the Zeta. Was introduced to Frank their mechanic, metal spinner
and genius all rounder engineer.
I left with him the rear-view mirror glass to be replaced. For Bert, our magazine
contributor in New Zealand I took photos of the 60 plus cars and trucks on display.
Leaving around lunch time saw more shopping on the way home.
6

Originally , Michael had bought the Lambro over from the UK. The Lambro had
no roof (see white lambro in photos), He then managed to source another Cabin
and did a chop and weld job, giving the Lambro a new roof. The Cabin is in need
of a total restoration, it did come with suicide doors but they are in a very poor
state and will also require some work . Apparently he did rebuild the engine and
the chassis looks like it’s in good nick. Michael also did the brakes. All these
things will be given a once over as part of the restoration. I am currently trying to
convince a panel beater to take on the job of restoring the cabin. I only want to go
as far as getting the cabin into primer and then do a dry build to make sure all fits
well. As for the paintwork, as I am restoring it for Arianna, my 3 year old
daughter, she has requested for some pink to be in the paintwork, I don't know
how I will do that but that decision is a long, long way away. That’s all for now, I
would appreciate any information anyone may have regarding this 3wheeler, my
email address is tinaric@optusnet.com.au. It is a Lambro 175, built in the mid
60’s, we think 1965……..Ric Fantuzzi.

More Classifieds.
************************************************************************
Shannons Sydney Motorsport Park Classic. ( Aug xx 2014) c/- Allen Wall
Tickets are $15 and I need numbers before March 30 as I`ve got to get our application in
by March 31.We should get Area A again ( under cover ! ). The CMC are also calling for
volunteers for marshalling. Two per club hopefully for a couple of hours or so during the
day. My email is alscooters@bigpond.com or phone 02 97080347 …. Al.
************************************************************************
WANTED 1964 VESPA SCOOTER Hello, my name is Ed Poucher, I am looking to
buy for my wife a 1964 Vespa Scooter, I am not worried about the condition it’s in, or
what size engine it has. My wife will celebrate her 50th birthday this year and I was
wanting to surprise her with a 50 year old scooter. My phone number is 0427 333 087.
Thank you.
************************************************************************
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LAMBRO 175 ,3 Wheeler for Arianna

Saturday October 5th,

I have always been fascinated by the 3 wheeler scooter, they are one of my
childhood memories from the old country, not that I ever lived in Italy ,
however when we did manage to visit my grandparents , there was always a 3
wheeler in the poor old village that would deliver fresh vegetables and fruit to their
door. I first spotted this Lambro on eBay , I asked the seller for his number but then
I realised that it was way out of my price range. A couple of months later ,
Michael, the seller sent me an email to see if I was still interested, he asked me over
to at least have a look and maybe discuss a selling price. So on the first day of
January, after one long night of eating and drinking and the odd cigarette( Allen
was there as my witness), I packed my Family up in the car to go to the northern
beaches with a slight detour to see Michael and his Lambro ( only for 5 minutes).
An hour later at Michael’s, the kids got really Hungry and the Mrs was losing her
patience, this was my cue to leave and have a good hard think about the Lambro

The morning saw me in Windsor trying to find a charity shop open to hand over
boxes of surplus crockery and clothing, would you believe none were open,
maybe due to the start of a long weekend This time I did the journey in the Imp
that I had recently completed a head overhaul on, fortunately the trip down was
uneventful. Arriving around lunch time the first job was to fit the petrol tank back
in the Vespa 160GS. That done a luncheon sandwich was consumed before taking
the scooter for a ride
The afternoon was spent replacing a missing bolt from
the Zeta exhaust system more cleaning and polishing
then fuel life extender added to the stale fuel. This
worked very well, improving performance back to the
level that I remembered. The evening again spent at the
Golf Club with Wendy, her daughter Sara her husband, Ron and I.

After a week I decided to ring Michael and that's when we agreed on a price and a
time to pick her up. I had to hire a trailer and the smallest one I could find was a 11
by 6 foot trailer. The Lambro looked ridiculous on the back of this trailer, but what
looked even more ridiculous was the fact that I hooked the trailer onto my tiny
Suzuki sierra, the trailer was wider than my little Ute and I had an eventful time
collecting the Lambro from Neutral Bay. It was so bad that people were too afraid to
overtake me as I was swaying into the carriageways beside me. I almost collected
one of those old toll booths on the harbour bridge on my way home

Sunday Expo Day
Initially the Zeta was parked in the area set aside for the one hundred or so cars
that attended. As it was being promoted along with two other, rare and unusual,
Australian built vehicles it was moved to the car park enabling it to be used to run
dignitaries and Sara around. On one of these drives, Pedr Davis was offered a
ride but had to decline as it was close to speech and prize giving time. Brian
Bricknell received the ‘Best On Display” with his Ford A. During the day, inside
the museum books, magazines and workshop manuals were on sale, always being
tempted I purchased a Hillman Minx workshop manual, that came in very handy
while overhauling a minx gear-box for an
owner in this area. The other very interesting
purchase was two bound volumes of Modern
Motor for 1955 and 1958 these containing
several micro-car reports, road-tests and
articles Overall a very interesting and
enjoyable few days spent, would I do it
again? YES.
18

Fred
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This collection of true Italian built and
restored Lambrettas was advertised recently
in Verona, Italy ….Phil Martin
Total EUROS = 49,985.16
Approximately AU $77,125.16
Innocenti- Lambretta
Model
: DL200
Number plate
: VR 148581
Chassis
: 164125
Colour
: Ochre
Date of first registration : 1971
Kms Covered
: 2400
Latest Overhauling
: 25.5.2001
Complete restore
: Totally original (1991)
PRICE asked : 14.500,00 EUROS
Innocenti – Lambretta
Model
: LI 150 2nd series
Number plate
: BO 123435
Chassis
: 942476
Colour
: Biancospino (may)- Bleu England
Date of first registration
: 1961
Km. covered : 370
Latest overhauling
: 18.5.2001
Complete restoration
: Totally original - 2001
Awarded for : “ Best restoration LI/TV 2 nd series “ at the 12°nd Euro
Lambrett Treffen Jamborée at Langhenthal (Switzerland – CH) 15th-17th June 2001
PRICE asked : 10.500,00 EUROS (ten thousand five hundred Euros)
Innocenti- Lambretta
Model
: LI 125 3a series
Number Plate
: VR 82928
Chassis
: 099041
Colour
: Iseo light blue
Date of first registration
: 29.7.1964 Km. covered : 15.000 approx
Latest overhauling
: 1964
Complete restoration
: Totally original (1989)
Awarded for : “Best restoration absolute” at the 1° Euro Lambretta
Jamborée in Strasbourg (France) – 22th/25th June 1989 ;
Awarded for : “Veteran class restoration” at the Euro Lambretta in
Kesterfield Northlew (Great Britain ) – 18th/21th June 1992
PRICE asked : 8.400,00 EUROS (eight thousand four hundred Euros).
Innocenti-Lambretta
Model
: LD 150
Number plate
: VR 149120
Chassis
: 254982
Colour
: light brown (sandy)- Beige sabbia
Date of first registration
: 1956
Km. covered : 2100
Latest overhauling
: 24.5.2001
Complete restoration
:Totally original - 1996
Awarded for : “Best restoration” at the7° Euro Lambretta Jamborée at
Wanroy (Holland) – 21th- 23th June 1996
Awarded for : “Best restoration series LC/LD” at the 12° Euro Lambretta

8
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Just one ‘Elvis’ Scooter/Micro at the Elvis Presley Festival
Parkes NSW Jan 11th 2014

Elvis, aka Peter resplendent on his Vespa ( ex Terry Colley’s) complete with
wife, Guitar and umbrella to keep his cool.
The Elvis Festival is held in Early January each year in Parkes NSW ( 350 klms
west of Sydney). Major events are held in clubs, school halls, car parks, hotels over
the 4 major days and nights. A long term tradition is the Sunday morning Gospel
service held in the Big W undercover car park, which comfortably housed the 3,000
‘worshippers’. Offerings totaling ‘000 of dollars are sent to support an orphanage
run by Australians in a rural area of East Timor.
Special guest this year was Cynthia Pepper who played opposite Elvis in the movie
‘Kissin’ Cousins as feisty Private First Class Midge Riley. She made guest
appearances at several events during the Festival, and many of the female fans were
dressed as US military personnel imitating Cynthia , or kitty hawks, ( Mountain
girls), rock ‘n’ rollers, and also miss Priscillas.
The Street parade runs for about 1 ½ hours and includes cars of the era ( 50’s, 60’s
and 70’s). Many were monster US muscle cars such as Cadillac Convertibles,
themed floats, an estimated 250 Elvis impersonators, bands and ‘you name it’.
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Jamborée at Witton Castle Country – Durham- 22th-26th June 2000
PRICE asked : 10.500,00 EUROS ( ten thousand five hundred Euros)
Innocenti- Lambretta
Model
: 150 D
Number plate
: VR 45696
Chassis
: 37819
Colour
: light grey
Date of first registration
: 1956 Kms. covered : 700
Latest overhauling
: 25.5.2001
Complete restoration
:Totally original - 1998
Awarded for : “Best restoration series C/LC/D/LD” at the 8° rd Euro Lambretta
Jamborée at Mill Street (Ireland) – 19th-21th June 1998
PRICE asked : 10.200,00 EUROS (ten thousand two hundred Euros)
Innocenti- Lambretta
Model
: J 125m 4 (Italy model)
Number plate
: VR 88673
Chassis
: 157606
Colour
: Light Blue (azzurro)
Date of first registration
: 28.7 .1967 Kms : 230
Latest overhauling
: 1967
Complete restoration
: Totally original (1990)
Awarded for : “ Best restoration cat. B. (1957-1971) at the first National
Jamborée at Paullo (Milano) – I- by Mr. Vittorio Tessera (President and technical expert of
\Lambretta Club- Italy) 14th-15th July 1990 PRICE asked : 7.200,00 EUROS ( seven
thousand two hundred Euros)
Innocenti- Lambretta
Model
: LUI 50 cl – Italy model (for England: LUNA)
Chassis
: 156290
Colour
: Turquoise
Date of first registration
: 31.5.1967 Kms. covered : 350
Latest overhauling
: 1967
Complete restoration
: Totally original - 1991
Awarded for “ Best restoration post 1957” at the 2°nd Euro Lambretta Jamborée at Den
Haag (Holland) – 31th May/ 2th June 1991
PRICE asked : 7.600,00 EUROS ( seven thousand six hundred Euros)
Innocenti –Lambretta
Model
: J 50 special
Chassis
: 508785
Colour
: Ochre
Date of first registration
: 1970
Km. covered
: 960
Latest overhauling
: 1970
Complete restoration
: Totally original - 1998
Awarded for : “ Best restoration series Junior/Lui/Luna” at Euro Lambretta
Jamborée at Perugia (Italy) – 20th/22th June 2003
Selected among 21 best Lambrettas at the 4th Euro Lambretta Jamborée
Treffen at Saignelégier (Switzerland – CH) 18th/20th June 1993
PRICE asked : 8.000,00 EUROS ( eight thousand Euros)
Apologies for the Italian influence in the translation …Ed
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Work completed:

New Acquisition by Niko ….A
Daihatsu Hijet.











"I have always had a soft spot for small
Japanese trucks and vans, particularly
the 1970s - early 1980s models. They
are very compact and their small
engines make a very distinctive sound. I
have been looking to own one for the
last few years. Finally, a 1979 model
Daihatsu Hijet 55 Wide van came up
for sale recently and I jumped at the
chance to buy it. Here's some
background history on the vehicle.

Daihatsu Hijet 55 Wide

The Daihatsu Hijet story began in 1960 when the first generation appeared. The name
Hijet is very similar to Midget when translated in Japanese. The Midget was one of
Daihatsu's other mini truck models. The Hijet name worked quite well with Toyota's
naming scheme for their range of trucks and vans (Hiace & Hilux) when it took control of
Daihatsu some years later. The Hijet is still currently being produced. The current model is
the tenth generation. The dimension and engine size hasn't grown much over the years to
comply with the Japanese kei car regulation which offers significant tax advantages for
compliant vehicles.










Rust protection under the car;
Replaced rear engine mounts;
Cleaned and serviced petrol tank;
New window rubbers all round;
New carpet;
Replaced door rubbers;
Relocated battery to engine bay rather than under rear seat;
Reconditioned petrol pump (replaced diaphragm);
Serviced Bing carburetor ( carburetor wouldn’t idle smoothly), fault small
rubber end required on end of cable connector;
Replaced accelerator & choke cables (Bowden cable from motorbike shop);
Installed new stainless steel exhaust system;
Replaced boot lid cable
Replaced Tie-rod ends (Early VW bug tie-rods ends ok but not suitable for
hub-side).
Repaired oil leak from Rocker cover (purchased cork seal from Egypt);
New battery
Wiring system checked and LED lights installed on blinkers and stop light;
Painted engine cowling, funnel, rocker cover and air-cleaner.

My van is the fifth generation Hijet that first appeared in 1977. It is called the Hijet 55
Wide to draw attention to its width and engine size (55 inches and 550cc respectively). In
Australia the vehicle was marketed as Daihatsu 55 Wide Cab, without the Hijet name. The
chassis code for this Hijet generation is S60. The succeeding letter indicates the body
style. The chassis code for my van is S60V, indicating that it is a van. The other codes
were "P" for ute with a single flap pickup bed and "T" for Ute with 3 way drop side tray.
See below size comparison between Hijet and Hiace
An interesting feature of this van is
the engine layout. It has a sports
car like mid-engine rear wheel
drive layout. The 547cc engine is a
4 stroke water cooled twin cylinder
unit with single overhead camshaft.
The only transmission available
was a four speed manual with a
floor mounted gear stick. The
vehicle weighs about 650 kilos.
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Noddy’s NSU 30hp, 2 Cylinder 4 stroke engine coupled with 4 speed
synchro gearbox
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“Noddy”: 1959 NSU Prinz30
When I purchased the NSU Prinz 30 it had been owned by a chap in our car
club for a number of years and before that an elderly German man
(mechanical engineer) had owned the car and he had purchased the car off a
chap who had “blown up” the car.
The car has had its motor and gearbox fully reconditioned, and recently the
body was stripped back to bare metal but sadly the paint job was very poor.
The car has matching engine and chassis numbers and was originally
purchased in Melbourne but I’m not sure how it got to Coffs Harbour.
Like most micro cars, parts are difficult to find so I joined the Worldwide
NSU Forum on Facebook and they have been invaluable.
I have appreciated help from different people from all over the world
including Australia in restoring the car.
Graham Davey, Coffs Harbour.

According the service book, this particular vehicle was delivered new on 31st of July 1979
by McGrath Daihatsu in Liverpool. It was posted on eBay by the previous owner in
November 2013. It had about 72,000 kms when I picked it up from Rydalmere. Because
the rego ran out in July 2013, I had to get the van towed back to my home. The van was
drivable and the engine was running smoothly. But there are some issues that need to be
fixed before it can be driven over a considerable distance. There is a leak in the radiator
and water pump. The carby needs a clean and there is rust in the fuel tank. The timing belt
is also worn and needs replacing.
The body has some minor surface rust and dents. Shortly after I bought this van, a wrecker
in Bundaberg was wrecking a 1981 model Hijet van. I was able to get the replacement
mirrors and gear stick rubber. In addition, I bought the tail lights and indicator lights for
spares. Some of trims on the 1981 van are different since it is the model post late 1979
facelift.
Overall, I'm quite happy with this van considering how little I paid for it. It was a bargain
eBay find for $800. I plan to keep this van close to original. My first challenge after
putting the van back on the road would be to work out how to securely transport my
Honda Motocompo scooter in it. The next job would be to get some of the rust repaired.
Then I'd replace the non standard passenger seatbelt and side interior panels. I'm looking
forward to driving it to club events." …….. Niko
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Bill Guthrie’s NSU Prima …History thereof.
Basically I bought this scooter some many years ago from the original owner. It wasn’t
even run in when I got it, with less than 500 Km showing on the clock. The old boy
decided to sell it now that his wife had passed away as he bought it new for her back in
1956-7. Apparently he bought it as a present for her so she would no longer have to ride
her pushbike down to the shop and back each day. His wife loved the idea of the scooter
but she barely used it because it upset her dog too much. You see she took the dog with
her on the scooter to the shops which the dog didn’t like. In the end the dog won out and
the scooter wasn’t used again until I bought is some 30yrs + later. When I got it it was
covered in a creeper vine covered over by the garden shed where she parked it after using
it last.
The scooter is in good original condition, with keys and tool roll still present. In 2000 I
pulled it out of the National Motorcycle Museum where I had it stored put new fuel in it
had it registered and rode it across Australia on “the world’s longest rally in one
continent” with about 45 other people from
around the globe. I’ve not used the scooter
since then (as it’s such a good time capsule)
and I should pass it on to someone new so it
can be used. If I’m offered the right price I’d
sell it but for now it’s just a static piece in my
collection. From memory is a 1956 or 7 150cc
NSU Prima in good original condition
Email Bill wj62@bigpond.com
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New Classic Car Museum Recently Opened in Hamilton NZ
During a recent trip to New Zealand with three others who did not share as strong an interest
of things vehicular as I, quite by chance I discovered that a leading property owner in
Hamilton, had satisfied his dream to develop a significant Classic Car Museum in his home
town. I managed to convince the others that this was an opportunity not to be missed ( and I
was the driver for the day).
Tom Andrews has accumulated not only over 100 excellent vehicles, but also a huge volume
of collectible memorabilia, all beautifully laid out on a ground floor and a spacious
mezzanine above and on all 4 sides.
In addition to the Museum, Tom has included a conference facility …. The Bel Air Room,
and a Jukebox Diner …. a 50’s themed diner experience, both with seating for 100 guests.
Visitors can combine their own event/party/celebration with a visit and inspection of the
vehicles and the environment. Prices are reasonable, and the museum is open most days of
the year, and there is free parking at the door.

This is not simply all about the cars, the collection encompasses a range of interests
including an extensive collection of petrol memorabilia - enamel signs, pumps, tins and oil
bottles etc. There is something Classic for the whole family, catering for a wide range of
interests with early toys, pedal cars and pinball machines.
The Jukebox Diner is onsite, a 1950s themed diner, entrance through 13 metre tall 50s
replica Wurlitzer Jukebox, pictures of famous movie and rock n roll stars including Elvis and
Abba. There are also some big statues including Elvis and Betty Boop. Diner staff dress in
the 50s style ….. diner dress and aprons. Food and beverage is appropriately themed for the
50’s.
The Conference room called the Bel Air Lounge is available for car clubs to use for
conferences and gatherings, the room has a lookout over the display floor of the museum.
The Classics Museum has a higher than usual percentage of Micros for a car museum, and
the collection currently includes a BMW Isetta, Fiat 500L, NSU Spider, Auto Union DKW
Junior, Lloyd Alexander TS, Fiat 500F Bambino , Isetta Motocoupe, Fiat Topolino, with a
Messerschmitt KR200 and other micros coming up soon. Other small cars included Nash
Metropolitan, Triumph Herald, Hillman Imp GT and small Austins etc. A number of scooters
and mopeds completed our major focus of interest.
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The West German NSU Spider ( this is a 1967
model ) was the first production car ( in 1964 )
to feature the Wankel rotary engine. It is a 500
cc 3 lobe rotary piston engine, coupled to a 4
speed all synchromesh floor change gearbox,
and is water cooled. The design is based on the
NSU Sport Prinz coupe released in the late 50’s.
The engine was designed by Felix Wankel with
many of the components designed in New
Zealand. It develops 64 H.P (S.A.E.) at 5,000
r.p.m, with disc brakes on the front wheels to
maintain control of a car that can achieve 95 m.p.h. It appears that the Spider came in two
colours, either red or white.

1972 Fiat 500L ( Lusso)

1958 Isetta Moto Coupe

As an example of Italian motoring , the Fiat 500 stands out so much that it has reached cult
status around the world. Launched as the Nuova in 1957, it remained in production for
around 20 years. This L model was produced from 1968 to 1972. The first engine was a
twin cylinder air cooled 479 cc 4 stroke, and with the introduction of the D model in 1960,
the capacity increased to 499 cc, increasing the power to 18hp. The penultimate version of
the Fiat 500, the L or Lusso commenced manufacture in 1968 and apart from a change
from the suicide doors to rear opening ones ( matching the 1965 D model), the interior was
modernised, including an upgraded dashboard, Greater comfort and styling was provided
for the new generation.
Another example of Italian motoring, the Isetta was manufactured under licence by BMW
in Germany, and featured a single cylinder 298 cc 4 stroke air cooled engine giving it a
maximum speed of just over 52 mph, producing 13 hp and carrying 2.2 gallons of fuel. For
the home and US markets, it was built with two wheels close together at the rear, but for
the English only one rear wheel so it could be conveniently registered as a motor bike. In
1956 this model was introduced, increasing its engine capacity from 247 cc and introduced
sliding windows. The Isetta was also manufactured in Belgium, Britain, Spain, France and
Brazil. In 1955 it was the world’s best selling single cylinder car ….JR
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